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Flotation Therapy 
at Home

Flotation therapy at spas often takes place in 

a dark, soundproof room to simulate sensory 

deprivation, but Toto has designed a bathtub 

that allows for all the benefits of floating 

without the intimidating coffin-like chamber. 

The Flotation Tub with Zero Dimension is 

shaped to re-create the body’s posture at zero 

gravity—hips and knees slightly bent, ankles 

flexed, like an astronaut in space—to reduce the 

load on joints and create a meditative state.
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WEDDING BELLS
AND GRANDBABIES

FROM THE DESK OF
TANYA SHIVELY, ASID, LEED AP

“Best of the Valley” Interior Designer
AZ Foothills Magazine 2014

I am going to be traveling this month, spending time with
family and catching a little bit of fall colors. My nephew is
getting married in Michigan, and I look forward to seeing
family gathered for a joyous occasion. Leaves should be
changing color by then, and I can’t wait to see a season we
don’t really experience in the desert. I also get to see my
granddaughter (and son and daughter-in-law), so that is a
huge bonus!

As we move into fall, we are starting several new projects
and excited to see others completed. We will be busy
making sure furniture is in before the holidays! If a little
refresh is on your mind, there may still be time to get some
things updated before the big family dinner. Call us right
away if you want to make some changes.

A  S O FA  F L O AT I N G  I N  T H E  R O O M  W I T H  A
TA B L E  B E H I N D  C R E AT E  A S E PA R AT I O N  O F

S I T T I N G  A R E A  F R O M D I N I N G  A R E A  I N  T H I S
G R E AT  R O O M .

A  M O R N I N G  R O O M  W I T H  S E AT I N G  F O R
B R E A K FA S T  A S  W E L L  A S  T E L E V I S I O N  I S
D E L I N E AT E D  W I T H  A  R U G  W I T H I N  T H E

F U R N I T U R E  G R O U P I N G .

T H I S  C U S TO M  C O N S O L E  W I T H  D I S P L AY
H E L P S TO  G R O U N D  T H E  S O FA  I N  T H I S  L A R G E

L I V I N G  R O O M .

C R EAT I N G D E F I N I T I O N I N L A RG E S PAC ES

3 TIPS TO IMPROVE THE AIR
QUALITY OF YOUR HOME
It ’s hard to believe that in many cases, the air inside our homes is more polluted than the air
outside! You might be surprised that learn that, whether directly or indirectly, we bring in
most indoor pollutants. From dust mites and pet dander to air fresheners and cleaners full of
chemicals, there’s a good possibility the air in your home is full of pollutants and allergens.

With all the time we spend indoors, it ’s essential to our health and well-being that we make
improving the air quality of our homes a priority. Here are some simple ways to do this.

Use a HEPA filter.
A good vacuum is a must for keeping your home clear of all types of allergens and toxins.
Choose one that has rotating brushes, powerful suction and a HEPA filter. Try to vacuum at
least twice a week and clean out the filter frequently for maximum effectiveness.

Wipe your feet.
One of the easiest ways to keep chemicals and pollutants out of your home is by using door
mats at all exterior doors. With a mat on the outside and one on the inside, most of the
contaminated dirt will be left on the mats rather than be tracked into the house on people’s
shoes, even if they don’t actively wipe their feet. This will not only keep the air in your home
cleaner, but the floors as well. Remember to also mop often to catch the dust left behind by
vacuuming.

Clean the A/C filter regularly.
Along with keeping you cool, air conditioners do a good job of improving the air quality in
your home by drying out and circulating indoor air. As air is pulled from inside the room, it
passes through a filter that works to remove many of the pollutants and allergens in the air.
An air conditioner is only effective at purifying the air if it ’s properly maintained, however.

Sometimes the blueprint of your space limits how the room flows. Studios, apartments, and homes can have a
room designed for multiple purposes. Whether it is a dining room/kitchen or a dining/living room, you can be

faced with architectural barriers. Creating a sense of division between these rooms can help with the flow of the
layout. Here are five easy tricks to separating a room by creating your own kind of barriers.

FLOORING

An easy way to make a distinct barrier between rooms is 
flooring. Decide what flooring is best for each room and
choose different floorings with a transition for them. You
may want a soft carpet in a living room, but a hardwood
installed in your dining room to make spills easy to clean.
Rugs are a very useful way to create a distinct separation
in an open floor plan.

FOLDING SCREENS

A folding screen is a great way to add privacy between
rooms. Some studios or other spaces may have your
sleeping quarters exposed to the rest of the home. By
merely adding a screen, you can easily add privacy to
your room as you please. Curtains can even be used in
bathrooms to add privacy or closets.

FURNITURE DIRECTION

This may be the most straightforward option but can easily
be overlooked. Simply changing the direction of furniture
can create barriers. Turning sofas towards the television
and using their backsides as a barrier is an easy way to
separate rooms. If you have the space, add a sofa table
behind to ground the arrangement.

Creating separation in rooms is a great way to make sure
your home has a sense of boundaries. Consider adding
some of these options to your space if you are looking to
separate your rooms.

HALF-WALL

A half wall is another practical solution. Constructing a 
half wall is perfect for allowing the room to stay visually
open but clearly separating two rooms. Building your own
half wall also will enable you to customize how you want
the rooms to be divided.

BOOKSHELF

An open bookshelf that you can access from either side
is another great barrier. You can add your own touch
by adding décor and display items on the shelves to
enhance your space. Try to predetermine directional
items and how you can best display them on the shelves.
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From the Desk of
Tanya Shively, ASID, LEED AP
“Best of the Valley” Interior Designer, AZ Foothills magazine

We are moving our office! As of
February 1st, we are now located

near Indian School and Miller Road in
Scottsdale — just a couple of miles
south of our current location. We will
have a larger space and room to expand
as we grow with new designers, new
projects, and great partners!

We are very blessed to be starting
this new year with exciting projects
with new clients as well as more
updates for our existing clients. I look
forward to sharing news and photos
as we progress. Thank you for the
continued support, the introductions,
and the rave reviews. You are the
reason for our success.

If you or someone you know 
is starting a remodel or new 
home, get this free guide to 

planning your WELL Designed 
home first. Download instantly at 
SesshuDesign.com/planning-guide

FREE
GUIDE OFFER

Use Feng Shui to keep the energy flowing so you can feel 
at home, relaxed and inspired in your space.

What is feng shui exactly?
Based on an ancient Chinese belief, 

Feng Shui works with objects and 

decorative elements to bring harmony 

and balance in your space. The way 

you decorate your interior by arranging 

objects, choosing colors and art have a 

direct impact on the 

flow of energy of the 

room, or what they 

called the Chi. “Feng” 

translates by wind and 

“Shui” means water — 

the energy of wind and 

water is what they call 

the “Chi”. In Feng Shui 

it is very important to 

balance the Chi of the 

room. According to the 

Feng Shui belief, the 

energy that circulates 

in your space affects 

the occupant’s success, health and 

happiness.

If this might sound a bit mysterious 

to us westerners, these beliefs are based 

on a 3,000-year-old Chinese practice 

and is used to bring peace into your 

space and to honor the relationship we 

have with our environment. Following 

Feng Shui practices can help you and 

your guests feel more relaxed versus 

irritable by creating spaces that are 

comfortable and harmonious.  

Here are simple principles you can 

adopt today to add more Feng Shui 

and welcome positive energies in your 

home so everyone who inhabits the 

space can feel the difference.

Watch out for the corners
Sharp corners in a room create 

agitation and should be avoided. 

Especially the corners facing the bed. 

This is a source of anxiety at night for 

the person sleeping. 

You can place a piece fabric over 

those corners or rearrange the space, so 

it doesn’t face the bed.

Let fresh air in & bring 
in natural light

The more natural light

the better. Make sure

the windows are big and

the view isn’t blocked so

light can naturally come

in. Guests will feel more

energized with natural light

instead of artificial one and

you will save energy, too.

Fresh and pure air

is essential to clean the

room from the previous

energy that others might

have left behind. Providing rooms

with windows that open is a huge

plus. You can also use and provide

sandalwood incense to help clean and

energize a space.

Feng Shui Tips for Your Home

“An early-morning walk is a blessing for  
 the whole day.”              

~ Henry David Thoreau

New Happenings

PLEASE MAKE NOTE OF
OUR NEW ADDRESS:

3666 N. Miller Rd.
Suite 100
Scottsdale, AZ 85251

PERMIT NO. 923
Jennifer Gustafson
RETURNS TO NEIGHBORS WHO CARE
It wasn’t that long ago, but it seems like just yesterday that I found my 

place at Neighbors Who Care,” says Jennifer Gustafson, who returns 
to us as our new Community Engagement Manager. “I am so happy to 
be back!”

Many of you may remember that Jennifer previously served as 
our Community Outreach Manager from January 2018 to March 2019. 
During that time, she supported our mission through marketing, event 
coordination, and volunteer recruiting and orientation. She is now 
back to continue some of the work she started, but with a heightened 
emphasis on bringing our community together in new and different ways.

“It is no surprise that the need to serve Neighbors Who Care clients 
is greater than ever before,” Jennifer explains. “Due to the pandemic, 
we are told to stay safe and stay home, which is absolutely important 
advice. As a result, however, there has been a decrease in volunteer 
availability which, in turn, has directly affected the number of services 
we traditionally provide to our clients. My goal is to engage with people in our community to help them 
find ways to safely and comfortably volunteer so we can continue to meet the increasing needs of our 
neighbors.”

Jennifer has hope that, as more people receive their Covid-19 vaccinations, we will be able to return 
to a life where we can be there for each other and help one another more often. “If we’ve learned 
anything from the pandemic, it’s that people need people for both physical and mental well-being,” she 
says. “Now that most of us have experienced what isolation is like, I think we can truly relate to those 
who are alone every day. We understand the need for personal interaction and genuine kindness.”

At the top of Jennifer’s priorities is to welcome back volunteers who have taken a break from 
serving and to reach others in our area who have a desire to help. “As we gradually – and safely – return 
to some sense of normalcy, I really want to bring more people alongside us as community partners to 
help our clients. We may have to get more creative in how we do things, but the important lesson I think 
we’ve learned is that we are all better when we are thriving together.”

In addition to her previous experience at NWC, Jennifer also understands what it’s like to be on 
the other side of our services. She was introduced to Neighbors Who Care when her mother needed 
assistance after a hospital stay and rehabilitation.

“A social worker recommended Neighbors Who Care to help Mom with dinner delivery and 
transportation to physical therapy,” she says. “What a blessing it was to find kind and caring volunteers 
who could support her needs. Mom would always tell me about the nice person who drove her to an 
appointment and how much she enjoyed the conversation and company. It really brightened her day 
and helped her with her recovery. And I can bet that my mom made it fun for the volunteers who helped 
her. That’s the beauty of how this all works!”

If you’re ready to come back to volunteer at Neighbors Who Care or are inspired to partner with us 
to help seniors in need, please let Jennifer know. “We are all in this life together, and there is nothing 
in this world that compares to caring for each other. Please join us!”

OUR MISSION
Neighbors Who Care inspires a robust network of 

volunteers who respond to our ever-changing needs of 
our aging community, helping them live at home with 

pride, dignity and independence.

OUR VISION
An interdependent community of neighbors 

supporting those in need.
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Sheryl Keeme
Executive Director

Neighbors Who Care to lead Pursuit of 
Dementia Friendly Status for Sun Lakes

All services per 
Calendar Year 2019

Volunteers - 374
 Clients - 657 

Hours - 20,303 
Miles - 159,617

Occasions - 20,023

The Care Connection is the 
official newsletter of Neighbors Who 
Care, Inc.

This newsletter is delivered 
to all volunteers, clients, donors, 
and associates of Neighbors Who 
Care, on a quarterly basis.  You 
have received this publication 
because we believe you take pride 
in your community and service 
to improve  the quality of life for 
others, one neighbor at a time.  This 
newsletter provides you with wellness 
information and advertising that 
enhances your awareness of other 
services in our community.  We are 
always interested in your comments 
or suggestions.

While efforts to ensure 
accuracy are exercised, the 
publisher assumes no liability for 
the information contained in either 
editorial or advertising content.  
Neighbors Who Care does not 
endorse any commercial products or 
information that may be advertised in 
the newsletter. 

If you no longer wish to receive 
this publication, contact us at the 
address/phone on the front page.

Connect with Neighbors Who 
Care on YouTube, Next Door and 
Facebook for videos and updates, 
and please like, subscribe and follow 
our social media channels!

If you would like to experience 
the deep personal satisfaction 
that comes from volunteering 
to assist your neighbors or if 
you know of someone who  
needs our help, contact us at 480-
895-7133.

Sheryl Keeme
A coalition of agencies, community leaders and stakeholders, and residents are pursuing recognition 
as a Dementia Friendly Community. A national network of communities, organizations, and individuals, 
Dementia Friendly has become a movement to help communities become equipped to support its 
neighbors living with dementia and their caregivers.
Wayne Mangold, founder of Creative Engagement Partners, home of The Memory Cafe, was an 
impetus to beginning discussions and is among the coalition’s Action Team members. He remembers 
the isolation he experienced in attempting to find help for his late wife and he after a devastating 
diagnosis of Alzheimer’s. He sought resources and found little. His frustration led first to Creative 
Engagement Partners formation and, now, Dementia Friendly status for Sun Lakes.
Becoming a Dementia Friendly Community means engaging in a process to become friendlier to 
families dealing with the condition of dementia, through understanding and training. Currently, Sun 
Lakes Dementia Friendly lead by Neighbors Who Care, has engaged leaders from Arizona Rangers, 
Sheriff’s Posse, Fire District, all three Phases of Sun Lakes, The Perfect Place, Creative Engagement 
Partners, Visiting Angels, and others to advocate for the growing numbers of adults with dementia, 
educate the public, and expand on community-based activities. With future trainings on the calendar 
to become Dementia Friendly Champions, Action Team members will offer information sessions and 
trainings to businesses, physicians, community groups, places of worship, and others who interact 
with residents on a day to day basis. 
If you are interested in learning more, would like to become a member of the Action Team, or would 
like an Action Team member to visit your organization or group, contact Sheryl Keeme at sheryl@
neighborswhocare.com, or call 480-895-7133, x170.

Dementia Statistics Alzheimer’s and 
Other Dementias in the United States 
Based on updated calculations collected by Alzheimer’s 
Association
In 2021, an estimated 6.2 million Americans age 65 and 
older live with Alzheimer’s dementia.
More than 1 in 9 people (11.3%) age 65 and older has Alzheimer’s dementia.
The percentage of people with Alzheimer’s dementia increases with age:
5.3% of people age 65 to 74, 13.8% of people age 75 to 84
34.6% of people age 85 and older have Alzheimer’s dementia.
People younger than 65 can also develop Alzheimer’s dementia, but it is much less common and 
prevalence is uncertain.

NWC Board of Directors Gets It Done!
• Check out the accomplishments achieved by the NWC board of directors since January 1, 2021!
• Completed Revision of its Board Handbook offering current information to current and all 

prospective board members.
• Received Virginia G. Piper Charitable Trust grant thanks to ongoing relationship with the impactful 

Phoenix-area based foundation. The foundation is committed to helping nonprofits overcome 
taxing issues during the pandemic.

• Experienced growth in contributions made through the Arizona Tax Credit Qualified Charitable 
Organization program thanks to its pursuit of QCO designation for 2020!

• Agreed to support the pursuit of Dementia Friendly designation for Sun Lakes with Neighbors Who 
Care as a lead organization.

• Supported application of the second draw of PPP offered through
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If your family is anything like ours, you probably have had the post-
covid conversation. You know the one where we begin wondering 
about curbside service from retail stores, or take out cocktails from 
restaurants, or even will telemed appointments become a regular 
“thing”?
What things that have changed do you think will return to the way 
it was and which things are changed forever?
Naturally, we’re all speculating about what our world will evolve to in 
the months, and even the year ahead. Depending what camp you’re 
in, you probably have your own ideas of what our post-COVID-19 
world will look like one year, two years, or more into the future.
As the leader of an organization that relies heavily on the behaviors 
of others--namely individuals who volunteer--I am following the 
opinions and thoughts of think tanks and researchers who are also 
attempting to answer this heady question.
VolunteerMatch, a powerful online volunteer platform, has also 
been watching trends, and studying data collected from a variety 
of individuals working in the nonprofit sector, one where volunteers 
are the lifeblood of our missions. 
In summary, two surveys were done. One in March 2020 and 
another in May 2020. Fear had subsided dramatically in just the few 
months between data collection, as numbers dropped from one 
survey to the next regarding those who are afraid of being exposed 
and contracting COVID as well as those who are afraid of affecting 
others. Other results offered indicators that are unsurprising. More 
volunteer training and opportunities were offered virtually, 45% 
more of the nearly 2300 surveyed. 
Studying and processing data is time-consuming. We may not 
fully learn the effects of COVID on our volunteer patterns here 
at Neighbors Who Care for some time. After all, the pandemic 
is still a part of our daily lives. Yet, I’ve always been an optimist-
-preCOVID, during COVID, and postCOVID--and I believe this 
study’s conclusions are true for us as well as the other charities 
they measured: Neighbors Who Care is a resilient nonprofit and 
the constituents we serve count on us. We won’t let them down.
We will continue to:

• Recruit individuals as volunteers that are committed to our 
mission.

• Find easier, quicker procedures and technology  to 
thoroughly train and onboard more volunteers.

• Educate our clients and volunteers of the safest ways to 
engage during volunteer sessions.

• Provide tools like masks, sanitizing agents, and gloves 
whenever needed to help everyone feel safe.

• Build relationships with organizations, businesses, clubs, 
groups, and neighborhoods to bring our message of taking 
care of our neighbors to more people, more often.

The impact of COVID on volunteering published by VolunteerMatch 
may be found here: https://solutions.volunteermatch.org/hubfs/
Ebooks/The%20Impact%20of%20COVID-19%20on%20
Volunteering%20-%20A%20Two%20Month%20Comparison.pdf

Pandemics End: What Does 
Volunteering Look Like Now? 

What will it look like next year? Greetings!

If you are like many clients I work with, you are concerned with the rising cost of medical 
care and prescriptions, and getting the most for your money on a fixed retirement income. 
I get it!

As a professional with more than 35 years of experience in the insurance industry, I 
specialize in helping YOU find the best plans for YOUR unique situation. My passion for 
this business was ignited long ago when I helped my own parents navigate their options 
in choosing a Medicare plan. Since then, I’ve helped many other clients to feel confident in 
their decisions and to get the best coverage at the best rates. New clients often say, “I was 
told to call you because you are very knowledgeable.” For me, that is the ultimate reward. 
I love serving others and making a complex decision a little easier.

As a volunteer for both “Neighbors Who Care” and Sun Lakes United Church of Christ, I 
appreciate the opportunity to share in your health care journey. Thank you for placing your 
trust in me.

Susan Hayward
Sun Lakes Resident
480.802.0090
foxhayward@yahoo.com

• Medicare Supplements
• Medicare Advantage
• Medicare RX Plans
• Educational Seminars

Specializing in
Medicare Eligible Consumers
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FOR THEM:
Learn Something New Every Day - Emerson
• Share
• Socialize
• Friends

FOR YOU:
Respite/Relax/Replenish
• Guilt Free Time

CONTINUUM OF CARE FOR 
THE COGNITIVE IMPAIRED
YOU CAN GIVE YOUR LOVED 
ONE THE BEST LIFE POSSIBLE

Let Us Help You! 
CALL 480-827-2600

208 W Chandler Heights Rd, 
Suite 102, Chandler, AZ 85248

 I can’t do it all! 

More time for family!

R&R CLUB

CLASSES 
STARTING NOW!

BusyDaySeniorClub.com

BY BUSY DAY SENIOR CLUB

REGISTER BY CALLING: 

480-827-2600

602-438-1300
ComForCare.com

Complete in-home care for 
every stage of life.

CALL FOR YOUR
FREE CONSULTATION

We’ve Tried  
Pandemic-Lazy…

LET’S LEARN DURING THE LAZY DAYS 
OF SUMMER WITH OUR NEIGHBORS AT 
NEW ADVENTURES IN LEARNING
The long days of summer are the perfect time to learn 
something new whether you remain here in the neighborhood 
or spend summers elsewhere.  New Adventures in Learning 
(NA) continues to offer its classes via Zoom in June and July so 
you can participate no matter where you spend your days.  
Some of the classes being offered this summer include the 
following: 

• “The Tulsa Race Massacre of 1921” by Gene Lariviere
• “Gmail--Beginner to Pro” by Rob Truman
• “Mary Tyler Moore in the Age of COVID-19” by Jim Evans
• “What is Antifa Anyway?” by Bill Gates

You can also join a class presented by JoAnne Gaudiso (on 
essential oils); Richard Lewin (on scams); Jim Evans (on war 
planes); Bill Haskell and Pat Sohler (book discussions); Jenn 
Lopez (on digital books); Joan Campbell on (travel safety and 
another on being safe in public). 
Additional classes you might enjoy include a roundtable on 
“What Makes a Good Life? Lessons from the longest study on 
Happiness” presented by Bobbie Reed, and join Mary Kenny live 
for one or both of her “Let’s Walk” classes at nearby spots. See 
the curriculum guide for more information and more classes.
As noted above, Gene Lariviere is presenting “The Tulsa Race 
Massacre of 1921” this summer.  He notes that this is the 100th 
anniversary of one of the worse racial tragedies in American 
History.  How did it start? A young black man accidentally steps on 
the foot of a young white woman elevator operator.  She screams.  
A lynch mob forms and blacks come to protect the young man. 
A riot erupts which destroys 36 square blocks of the country’s 
most successful black neighborhood.  Hundreds of blacks die and 
thousands lose their property and homes.  To learn more, sign up 
for Gene’s class, being offered twice this summer.
Summer semester registration begins on May 19 at 10 am.  The 
first day of class will be on June 1 and the last is July 29.  Most 
classes meet only one time during the summer.
Visit www.newadventures.info to learn 
about classes and to register. On NA’s 
home page, select “classes” in the 
box on the left. Current members 
can follow the website directions. 
For newcomers, contact Vincenza 
Heisler by email at nail@cgc.edu or 
call NA at 480-857-5500.

Neighbors Who Care friend Gene 
Lariviere’s upcoming class is based on 
The Burning: Massacre, Destruction 
and the Tulsa Race Riot of 1921
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Thinking of Selling Your Home
And Not Sure Where to Start?

Selling your home is a complex process comprised 
of a series of critical decisions and actions. The Kolb 
Team is Arizona’s premier real estate group 
specializing in Active Adult Communities!

The Kolb Team guides you through the process and 
makes it easy, pleasant, and fun. We have the answers 
to all your questions:
• How to determine price
• The best times to sell
• How to list
• How to market your home
• And much more

Selling your home is a complex process comprised 
of a series of critical decisions and actions. The Kolb 

Get your free
guide to

selling a home

Call us for your free home evaluation
480-440-0849
www.TheKolbTeam.com

See Our Listings at 
YouTube.com/TheKolbTeam

@MySunLakesAZ

Each office is independently owned and operated

THE KOLB
TEAM

YOUR GUIDE TO SELLING A HOME

480-440-0849
ww.TheKolbTeam.com

free
guide to

selling a home

TEAM

Clients: Check Out 
Our Transportation 

Appointment Guidelines 
for Spring/Summer 2021

1. Please call between 8:30 am and 4:30 pm - Neighbors Who
Care at 480-895-7133

2. Call at least THREE (3) Days BEFORE you need transportation
service, so call Monday for Thursday appointments; Tuesday
for Friday appointments…

3. Medical Appointment clients may use our free transportation
service up to ONE (1) time a each week.

4. NWC Van Transportation is not being offered at this time.
(Stay Tuned)

CLIENTS: Volunteers are in very short supply as folks continue 
to await their COVID vaccines. You are always so liberal with 
your thanks--we know how much you appreciate the volunteers! 
In this transition time, we ask you to take a moment before 
you say farewell, to share your heart-felt appreciation for the 
volunteer. 

*NEW* NWC Volunteer
Referral Program *NEW*

Earn valuable prizes for each 
volunteer referral you make!

PLUS--the volunteers you 
refer win, too!

For more information, contact 
Jennifer at (480) 895-7133

or email 
Jennifer@NeighborsWhoCare.com
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Independent Living | Assisted Living | Memory Care  
web  ClarendaleOfChandler.com | 5900 S. Gilbert Rd. | Chandler, AZ 85249 

4-21

Carefree Lifestyle
Open Floor Plans 

Lots of Storage
My Pet Loves It

Opinions vary, but one thing all Clarendale 
residents say: “I’m not old!” We’re delighted the 
lifestyle and programming at this senior living 
community keeps them feeling that way.

Clarendale 
of Chandler Call 480-571-2407 to learn more 

and chat with our residents.

“ We’re very independent and love 
different things about the community. 
Even our dog Mandy loves Clarendale 
of Chandler. She has lots of space and 
easy access to the outdoors—especially 
important since she likes to play ball.”

— Terry, Colleen and dog, Mandy 
Independent Living Residents

The Word is Out
 Clarendale Residents Say It Best.

4-214-21

Service Guidelines
For more than a year, Neighbors Who Care has been working 
to continue to meet client requests, recruit new volunteers to 
replace our friends who have had to take a breather, and look 
after our most vulnerable during a very strange time. 
As we begin to return to normalcy in the weeks and months 
ahead, we’ll do our best to update our audience on how we 
are pivoting to continue our mission. As always, all services are 
booked through Neighbors Who Care at 480-895-7133. We ask 
for a three-day advance notice for all service requests. 
Here is a list of our current service guidelines in tandem with 
our COVID response:
All volunteers and clients are asked to continue wearing a 
mask until further notice during all services.
Business Assistance – Volunteer help with writing checks, 
addressing envelopes, balancing checkbooks, registering to 
vote, and other services often requested by clients with impaired 
vision. Additionally, as our way to protect potentially vulnerable 
older adults, we offer counseling and assistance in dealing with 
contractors, such as resolution of service complaints etc.
NWC has limited this service to protect volunteers and 
clients. To check on the status of your request, clients are 
encouraged to call the office.
Transportation – Driving to/from medical appointments is a 
service available to clients once weekly based on volunteer 
availability.
Shopping/Errands – Client grocery shopping is done FOR the 
client during COVID rather than the client being transported. 
Volunteers will arrange to pick up shopping list and payment 
method, and will shop for the client and drop off the goods.
Dinner Delivery – Orders are taken by phone between 9 am 
and 12 pm daily with no contact delivery by volunteers between 
4 and 5:30 pm, Monday through Friday.
Reassurance Calling – Volunteers place daily or weekly check-
in calls.
These Services are COVID Limited or Not Available at This 
Time:

• Minor Repairs
• Respite Care
• Friendly Visiting
• Van Service
• Welfare Visits

Check Out Well-Connected -  Learn and Get Engaged by 
Covia.org
This online and telephone community offers members program 
sessions on a wide range of discussion topics to keep listeners 
engaged and connected. Members may call in via a toll-free 
number at a designated time or they may connect via computer, 
tablet, or mobile device. 
This free service may be accesses by requesting a free catalog 
at https://covia.org/services/well-connected/ or by calling 877-
797-7299.
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Not a Client of Neighbors 
Who Care? We have 

services EVERYONE can 
benefit from!

CAREGIVER SUPPORT GROUP
When you are taking Care of a Partner or Loved One, it can 
be all too easy not to remember to take good care of YOU! 
One way you can do that is to join us for our Caregiver 
Support Group, still happening each week on ZOOM. Call 
our office to get more information on how to sign up and 
sign in online at 480-895-7133.

MONTHLY AUTO OR GOLF CART 
CHECK

Look for our Neighbors Who Care Auto & Golf Cart Check 
signs on the West Side of the Sun Lakes Country Club, on 
the 3rd Tuesday of each month, from 8 am to 10 am. This 
basic safety service is offered through Neighbors Who Care 
volunteers but is available to EVERYONE from October 
through May. 

SPEAKER SERIES
Our Winter Speaker Series was a great success with more 
than 78 guests learning from local leaders and service 
providers. Look for future Speaker Series Topics coming up 
this year!

MEMORY CAFÉ
Neighbors Who Care is affiliated with Creative Engagement 
Partners, www.slcep.org. Each Monday, two sessions—
one for the caregiver and another for the care receiver—
are planned and offered virtually. If you are a caregiver of 
someone living with dementia or cognitive issues, contact 
Elaine Poker-Yount, Creative Engagement Partners Board 
Chair, at elaine@slcep.org.

AARP DRIVER SAFETY PROGRAM
Look for this online at www.aarp.com.auto/driver-safety

THE PERFECT PLACE – RESPITE FOR 
CAREGIVERS, LOVINGKINDNESS 
CONNECTION FOR CARE RECEIVERS

Our friends at Daytime Care Facility The Perfect Place have 
reopened to both clients and volunteers for loved ones to 
visit.
Call 480-895-2892 or email theperfectplace85248@gmail.
com

WWW.REEIS.COM
480.969.7500

REEIS A/C LLC ROC# B - 318364, C-39 – 318363

Get a FREE home performance 
evaluation by the experts at REEIS. 
A certified building analyst will 
perform a complete evaluation of 
your home including:

• Ductwork Inspection
• Insulation Inspection
• AC Unit Efficiency Inspection
•  Utility Bill Plan Review and 

Available Rebate Options
• Solutions for Hot or Cold Rooms

Is your home 
ready for the 
summer heat?

WWW.REEIS.COMWWW.REEIS.COM

REEIS A/C LLC ROC# B - 318364, C-39 – 318363REEIS A/C LLC ROC# B - 318364, C-39 – 318363

LEAVE A LEGACY
Consider Helping us Sustain Neighbors Who Care 
beyond today, and into the future with your Legacy 
Gift. Consider asking your attorney when you are 
setting up your estate plan or trust to arrange for your 
estate to share a gift with Neighbors Who Care. Know 
your thoughtful generosity will assure your neighbors 
will enjoy the gift of independence for many years to 
come. Need more information and help? Call Sheryl 
Keeme 480-895-7133 X170.
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On an ordinary Monday in April, Neighbors Who Care volunteer 
Mary Ernst got an extraordinary surprise. Chandler Mayor Kevin 
Hartke selected Mary  to receive the Mayor’s Choice Volunteer 
award. Pastor Victor Hardy, Executive Director of For Our City 
Chandler, popped over to Neighbors Who Care  with balloons 
for Mary and a party in a gift bag!
Rori Minor, of Chandler Neighborhood Resources, helped set up 
the surprise for Mary at Neighbors Who Care. 
Mary’s beaming smile lit up the room as she learned  of her award. 
Her joy  spilled over to all of us  at Neighbors Who Care. In a 
time when so much has been a struggle, we celebrate Mary Ernst 
for the miles she drives for our clients, for the smiles she gives,  
for the kindness she offers, and for her commitment to helping. 

Mary Ernst, got an 
extraordinary surprise

Mary Ernst, Sheryl Keeme, and Pastor Victor Hardy
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Bonnie Kosar,  licensed social 
worker, has been with Neighbors 

Who Care for 18 years. She is the 
perfect example of the phrase: If you 
love your job, you never work a day in 
your life. Bonnie balances a remarkably 
significant number of clients, remaining 
in touch with them, continually monitoring care plans, and 
employing fantastic problem solving skills. Bonnie strengthens 
and improves the lives of many in the Sun Lakes community 
offering support with her weekly Caregiver Support Group, 
as one of the rotating facilitators for our community partner 
Creative Engagement Partners’ Memory Cafe, and in countless 
other quiet ways making certain immediate needs such as food, 
comfort items, or other help never go unmet.

Bonnie: We could not do  
what we do without you!

March is National
Social Worker Month
JOIN US IN RECOGNIZING

Bonnie Kosar,
NWC’S CARE MANAGER

Community Giving Programs 
Mean Extra Dollars for Neighbors

Amazon SMILE Program
Direct 5% of your Amazon 
purchases to Neighbors Who 
Care through Amazon’s SMILE 
Program.
Just visit www.smile.amazon.com 
and choose Neighbors Who Care, 
Inc. (Be sure it’s AZ agency and 
not MA).
Make your intended purchase...and that’s IT.

Fry’s Community 
Reward Program
Neighbors Who Care 
receives more than $1000 
annually from generous 
neighbors shopping at Fry’s. 
It’s easy! Just establish an online account at www.
frysfood.com, select Neighbors Who Care from the 
Community Rewards under My Account, and use your 
loyalty card to shop and that’s IT!
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Neighbors Update:

Discover the confidence of CARF® accredited 
assisted living services in a beautiful and vibrant 
setting. From delicious dining to engaging activity 
options and supportive care, you’ll find a perfect 
blend of comfort, convenience and an 
individualized approach to care.

Exceptional Care & Peace of Mind

Discover The Village.

990 W. Ocotillo Road • Chandler, AZ • 480.400.8687
TheVillageatOcotillo.com

CARF-ACCREDITED INDEPENDENT & ASSISTED LIVING

EQUAL HOUSING
OPPORTUNITY

Call 480.400.8687 to schedule 
a personalized tour.

COVID VACCINES
The Word of the Day throughout January and much of the 
first quarter was VACCINE. As shipments of two different 
vaccines began their transport around the country, Arizonans, 
and particularly, Sun Lakes residents scrambled to understand 
the complicated processes to secure online accounts and 
ultimately, appointments. Thanks to partnerships with For Our 
City, Chandler; IronOaks Unit Captains’ instruction updates, 
and Chandler Neighborhood Resources, Neighbors Who Care 
worked to help the elderly and other residents secure their 
appointments, and receive help to get to vaccine sites.

WINTER SPEAKER SERIES

Special thanks to speakers: Francisco Sirvent, 
Keystone Law Firm; Elaine Poker-Yount, Visiting 
Angels; Rose Saunders, The Perfect Place; Wayne 
Mangold and Judy Banyai, The Memory Cafe 
(Creative Engagement Partners); and Kim Kubsch, 
Joyful Downsizing, for presenting our first Winter 
Speaker Series. Nearly 80 attendees over five weeks 
learned from these volunteer presenters. Look for 
our next speaker series soon.

Attorney Francisco Sirvent of Keystone Law Firm is introduced 
by Sheryl Keeme, NWC Executive Director at our first session 
of our Winter Speaker Series. Got a topic in mind? Pop us an 
email at info@neighborswhocare.com or call Sheryl at 480-
895-7133 X170.WE GOTTA GELATO - 

DELICIOUS THANKS TO OUR 
VOLUNTEERS
It feels like we’re in 
the homestretch of 
a pandemic that has 
upended our entire 
lives. So many of 
our volunteers--the 
lifeblood of Neighbors 
Who Care-- have had 
to step back for health reasons. We wanted to welcome back 
vaccinated volunteers, look for new friends, and especially, thank 
those volunteers who could remain with us during COVID’s 
darkest days. On April 7, Outreach Engagement Coordinator 
Jennifer Gustafson invited our friends and they came out to 
enjoy a little spring weather, music, and some Gelato, sponsored 
100 percent by our partners Devoted Health Plans. It was a 
DELICIOUS way to reconnect and show appreciation!

Gelato Drive Through Volunteer 
Thank You Day Sponsor
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